where it can be seen that the reference blade has a rectangular planform Wig. 1) whereas the optimized blade is tapered with a taper ratio _ = 1.33. Rotor power required for a given task is primarily a measure of economic efficiency.
Stud_' Description
Power requirements for a given rotor task size the engine and drive the fuel flow both of which affect weight and operating cost. The CAMRAD computer code predicts the rotor torque based on the summation of forces on the rotor hub. It is useful to split the power required according to the type of energy loss. This allows the comparison of components of the rotor power and reveals how the performance gains are achieved. For the present study, induced power, Cp., and profile power, Cp , are important. These quantities define the power required to lift and rotate the P rotor through the air under the specified conditions. Rotor lifting efficiency is measured by L / D. This quantity is also obtained from the CAMRAD code. The load factor envelope is the limit with respect to speed of maximum attainable thrust for a given propulsive force, divided by the design thrust. This gives a measure of the steady turning capability or the maximum sustained thrust of the rotor. These values are obtained by increasing the lift requirement for the rotor until the power required diverges or the rotor stalls (this usually happens at about the same time).
Rotor control margin is a measure of the control inputs required to achieve a particular trimmed solution. 
Re_ult_
The studies on the alrloads and rotor performance are conducted for both the reference and the optimized blade. CAMRAD is used to obtain a power profile of the reference blade as shown in Fig. 2 . The power prof'fle is necessary for determining the feasible range of advance ratio values for the rotor in which its dynamic and aerodynamic performance is to be studied. The results obtained are categorized into two sections, loads and performance.
Loads Results
For a meaningful study of the two rotors, the loads comparison will be made for two rotor tasks. Task 1 requires the optimized rotor to produce the same CT/o and CX/o as the reference rotor. Task 2 requires the optimized rotor to produce the same thrust, T, and the same propulsive force, X, as the reference rotor. Using these two tasks provides a comparison on both a nondimensional basis, for which the rotor was optimized, and a dimensional basis, for which the rotor might be expected to operate, and compares the rotors' ability to produce lift with low induced power and to produce high lift without stalling. The critical root bending and torsional moments are also calculated for the same speed range.
Figures 6 and 7 respectively present the 3/rev flapping and the torsional moments at the bladeroot for thereferenceandthe optimizedblade. The figuresindicatereductionin these momentsfor theoptimizedbladeovertheentirespeedrangeat bothrotor tasks. Thelowest valuesof courseoccur atTask1 whentherotor is operatingunderreducedthrust. It is interestingto notethenatureof theflappingmomentfrom Fig. 6 which showsoccasional reductionsatcertainspeeds, e.g.,at Ix= 0.25 thevalue is lower thanthatat _t= 0.30 for the optimizedrotor underTask1. This is dueto modalcancellation, i.e., the forcing function becomingorthogonalto oneof the modeshapes.Figure8 presentsthe 4/rev laggingmoment variation with speed.For the optimizedrotor for Task 1 thelagging momentis lower thanthe optimizedbladeasexpected, with thedifferencesmagnifiedat higher speeds.However,for Task 2 thereis a crossover at a higherspeed.In otherwords,the laggingmomentfor the optimized bladebecomes higherthanthereference bladeat high speeds.This is becausethe4/rev lagging momentis responsiblefor the 4/revyawingmomentat therotor hub which increaseswith increasein thrust(recallingthathigherspeed requireshigherthrust). Onceagain,at certain speeds, thefigure showsoccasional reductionsof the laggingmomentfor both the referenceand the optimizedbladespossiblyoccurringdueto modalcancellation. In summary, the optimizedbladedesignedto reduce4/rev vertical shearandbladeweight alsoreducesmostother critical root shears and bending moments for the speed range studied.
Some of the reductions are due to the lower thrust requirements in the optimized rotor which was designed to satisfy Task 1. However, the optimized rotor for Task 2 retained most of the reductions in the vibratory loads at lower speeds.
Performance Results
A comparison between the aerodynamic performance of the two rotors is made for the same two tasks as the loads study. Recall that Task 1 compares the two rotors at the same C T / ¢_, hence this task is useful in comparing the lifting efficiency of the two rotors. Task 2, on the other hand, compares the rotors at the same T, which is meaningful in comparing lifting capability. clearly show an improvement in total power required for the conditions studied.
Of particular interest is the marked reduction in total power required at the lower advance ratios (e.g. far from the optimization poin0. Figure 10 presents the normalized induced power comparisons which shows the source of this reduction.
Recall that for Task 1 the optimized rotor is in fact operating at a lower value of C T and hence requires less induced power. This difference would be expected to be more pronounced at lower speeds where the induced power requirements are generally higher. Figure 11 presents the normalized profile power comparison between the two rotors. For Task 1, both rotors are operating at the same mean C L , therefore the normalized profile drag on the rotors should be very similar since both rotors have the same airfoil section. However, since the optimized rotor is tapered it has an advantage. The advantage lies in the fact that the profile draglossesareproportionalto thecubeof thevelocity, whereas, the thrustvariesasthe squareof thevelocity, makingit advantageous for thethrustto be producedby the low velocity inboard sections.For two rotorsoperatingatthe sameCT / o, the advantage would lie with the rotor which produces its lift from more inboard sections. This is precisely the effect that taper produces. Figure 11 shows that the optimized rotor does have the advantage in profile power.
Figures 12 -14 present the comparison of the two rotors for Task 2. Here again, the optimized blade requires less power, however the differences between the two are not as large.
In Fig. 12 the two power curves are much closer together at both the high speed and low speed parts of the power polar (e.g. far from the optimum design point) and only in the middle part of the range (e.g. near the optimum design point) is there any great difference.
Recall that for Task 2, both rotors are operating at the same T, hence the optimized rotor has no advantage in induced power requirements. (Fig. 15) , the optimized rotor for Task 1 (Fig. 16 ) and the optimized rotor for Task 2 (Fig. 17) , all for an advance ratio of Ix = 0.35. In these figures bright shades represent higher lift coefficients. Figure 16 shows that the optimized rotor for Task 1 has a lift coefficient distribution similar to the reference rotor (except for a mild increase in c1 on the retreating side). This is to be expected since both rotors are operating at the same C T / o (i.e., same mean CL). Figure 17 shows that the optimized rotor for Task 2 requires much higher local values of c 1 and hence is operating at a more efficient condition. This advantage will remain until the thrust requirements become high enough to drive the smaller rotor into stall. For the low speed conditions where thrust requirements are low, the optimized rotor has the advantage.
The optimized rotor continues to operate at an advantage until the loads associated with high speed begin to drive it into stall. Figure  18 presents the rotor L / D for the two rotors. To summarize the performance results, the optimized rotor has been shown to display an increase in overall efficiency which is achieved at the expense of ultimate lifting capacity and/or maneuvering margin.
Conclusions
The dynamic and aerodynamic performance of a rotor blade optimized to reduce only 4/rev vertical shear and blade weight was studied in detail. It was of interest to determine how well a blade designed for one flight condition and a limited number of constraints would perform at other conditions. It was also of interest to assess the performance of such a blade with respect to criteria not included while designing the blade. The program CAMRAD was used for both dynamic and aerodynamic analyses using the same modeling assumptions used to obtain the optimized blade. The behavior of the optimized rotor was compared with the reference rotor which was used as a baseline in the optimization study. The comparisons were made over a wide range of operating conditions, including speed and thrust variations which depart significantly from the optimum design condition. The dynamic behavior was assessed by comparing the blade root vibratory shears and moments that are transmitted to the rotor hub. Even though aerodynamic performance was not a design objective in the optimized blade design, an extensive aerodynamic study was undertaken for the present paper. The aerodynamic performance assessments were made based on the power required by the rotors for a given rotor task, the rotor lifting efficiencies, maximum rotor thrust envelopes and the control margins. Loads and performance were studied for the reference and the optimized rotors for two rotor tasks. Task 1 required both rotors to maintain the same C T / o (which corresponds to the design condition) and Task2 requiredbothrotorsto maintainthe sameT (thesameloading). The studyyieldedthe following conclusions(within thecontextof themodelingassumptions made): 1) Theoptimizedbladeshowsgooddynamicandaerodynamic performancebehaviorat conditionsotherthanthosefor which it wasdesigned.
2) The 4/rev vertical shearof the optimizedrotor, minimizedin theoptimizedbladeata specificforward flight condition(_ = 0.30),is lower thanthatof the referencebladeover the entirespeedrangestudiedfor Task 1 andexceeds thereferencebladevaluefor Task2 only at higherspeed.
3) Othercritical vibratory bladeroot forcesandmoments, e.g.,the inplaneandradial shears, the flapping, laggingandtorsionalmoments, not consideredin the optimumdesign,are alsolower for theoptimizedblade,thanthereferenceblade,for the entirespeedrangein Task 1 andonly exceedsthereferencevaluesfor Task2 at high speeds.Thereareoccasional unexpected reductionsin theflapping andlaggingmomentsof the optimizedrotor with speedfor bothrotor tasks.
4) The optimizedbladerequireslower collectivepitch for bothrotor tasks. Blade longitudinalflappingis higherfor theoptimizedbladedueto a shiftin bladelift from the advancingto the retreatingsideof thedisk.
5) Rotorperformance(particularlyefficiency)is increased _venthoughperformancewas not a designcriteriafor theoptimizedblade. This wasaccomplished at theexpenseof a reduced maximumlifting capacity.
6) The total powerrequiredis lower for theoptimizedbladefor bothrotor tasks. 
